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for transport of goods is in operation from Bhimpedi to
Khatmandu.
"After having struggled up and down the tortuous and rocky
paths from the foot of the Mis to the capital, and over huge
stones and boulders, in many places with a gradient of one in
three, we were all the more impressed with the energy and
carrying power of the Nepalese coolie in bringing these cars
and lorries into the country. They are carried in bodily, only
the wheels being removed. Eighty or more coolies shoulder the
long stout poles to which the cars are attached, and with a
popular chant, much pulling and persistence, they are borne
over the hills and down into the comparatively level ground of
the Nepal Valley.
"They may do only a mile or two a day, but that matters
little in the Orient, where the more leisurely mode of progress
is preferred to the hurry and rush of the West.
"So it was I came down to Thankot five miles below the
pass, to find an up-to-date motor from the Maharaja's garage
awaiting us,
"Nepalese chauffeurs could never be accused of loitering; the
instant I was in the car the driver "trod on the gas," gave an
impressive hoot and went off like a rocket. Along the road we
tore, past slumbering cottages, sundry pedestrians and live-
stock in the streets, whom we missed by inches, and in and out
of the night traffic and peasants hurrying home to bed with
bundles upon their heads. The marvel is that we didn't hit
anything. My chauffeur felt the weight of his position, he
evidently appraised me far higher than I did myself, and so,
having thought of all my past sins, I was resigned,
"During my visit to Khatmandu I stayed at the British
Legation, with Colonel C. T. Daukes, C.IJEL, who had paved
the way for a second flight over Everest and had kept the
Maharaja informed of developments, so that the latter was
already in a position to appreciate the geographic and scientific
standpoint of the expedition.
"The Legation is situated on rising ground to the north of
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